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“The HHS Bursary was monumental in kick-starting my work as a researcher and scientist.
It allowed me to be introduced to the lab atmosphere, learn about morphology of the 
placenta and skeletal muscle, make a tremendous amount of invaluable contacts, and get 
my foot in the door to be a part of research papers in the future.”

~David Rofaiel , 2018 Award Recipient

“The bursary served as my first taste of real research experience, allowing
me to understand the day-to-day life activities of a researcher working within a 
team to achieve important scientific results.”

~ William Blair, 2018 Award Recipient



“This bursary experience was extremely rewarding. It opened my eyes to research
prompting me to apply to Scholar's Elective Program, as I saw the value of working
closely with a mentor in a field that interested me”

~ Jasmine Wu, 2018 Award Recipient

“My experience at Dr. Trigatti's lab as a summer bursary award student greatly 
influenced my desire to pursue a career in scientific research, as it inspired me
through a full immersion in the lab environment”

~ Lauren Wong, 2018 Award Recipient



“The time I spent at PHRI last summer introduced me to a wide range of professions 
within the medical field that are maybe not as well known to the general public. 
Because of my time spent working under Dr. Devereaux and his team, I became much 
more interested in biostatistics, and actually ended up taking courses in statistics 
when I returned to high school.”

~ Natalie Pallisco, 2017 Award Recipient

“This bursary experience helped me realize that the field of medicine spans far 
greater than hospitals and clinics. The research side of medicine often receives 
less attention, yet it plays an integral part in finding better ways to prevent 
illnesses and treat diseases.”

~ Mostin Hu, 2017 Award Recipient



“Being awarded the HHS Bursary opened up the world of research possibilities.
I am currently working on publishing two narrative reviews in the fields of 
Neurology and obstetrics/gynecology respectively.”

~ Sarah Alexis Gritis, 2016 Award Recipient

“ The Bursary award opened my eyes to a fascinating and ground breaking world of
Scientific research that I had never experienced before. It is incredible to be a part 
of medical research that has the potential to impact so many people.”

~ Sydney Zides, 2016 Award Recipient



“The experience I gained working with Dr. MacDermid was invaluable. I was able to 
work collaboratively with researchers, clinicians, and patients to develop a risk
procedures manual. I co-led the development of a pilot study using technology to 
improve the health of seniors living at home”

~ Nathalie Loeb, 2015 Award Recipient

“My Bursary experience was very helpful going into University as I had not only
learned many of the techniques required in my first year chemistry and biology 
labs, but I also gained a sense of confidence going into my first year of life
sciences that I may not necessarily have possessed otherwise.”

~ Nan Topp-Nguyen, 2015 Award Recipient
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“Receiving this bursary has allowed me to explore and dive deep into the plethora
of scientific research. It has deepen my understanding and appreciation of science
through application of scientific principles to real world situations.”

~ Gurrattan Chandhoke, 2014 Award Recipient

“I was fortunate to have this enriched learning opportunity to explore biomedical
research. This experience, along with my first year studies in health sciences 
confirmed in me a passion for learning and discovery in this field.”

~ Andrew Lagrotteria, 2014 Award Recipient



“My Award experience was my first exposure to the area of Research, and provided
me with valuable experience that allowed me to obtain my current position as
Research Assistant in a Neuromuscular Lab.”

~ Sharon Yang 2013 Award Recipient

My final year of high school has truly been enriched after participating in the 
2013 Bursary Award internship. The laboratory techniques and scientific approach
that I acquired over the course of the program allowed me to secure  a laboratory
position during the school year. There, I aided a research team in their study of
Alzheimer’s disease and managed to expand the scope of my biology interest.”

~ Anson Cheung, 2013 Award Recipient



“I am pursuing a Bachelor of Science at McGill University with  the intention  
of double majoring in biology and computer science. The Bursary Award has 
greatly aided me in pursuing this goal by not only giving me insight into the 
hospital system, but teaching me the necessary skills, protocols, and 
knowledge to pursue medical research.”

~ Kevin Luk, 2012 Award Recipient

“I am currently a Kinesiology student at McMaster University.
The Bursary experience was undoubtedly the best experience
of my life. I acquired essential research skills that now aid me
in my current research position in Pediatrics at McMaster.”

~ Seo Park, 2012 Award Recipient
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“I will begin my studies at the University of Guelph in Bio-Medical
Science. The medical background that I received working for VISION 
and POISE-2 solidified my decision to pursue a career in the medical
field. My plans for the future include attending a Canadian  Medical
School, followed by a specialty in Cardiothoracic Surgery.”

~ Colin Hardy, 2011 Award Recipient

“I am headed off to McGill University for Studies in Biomedical 
Sciences. My Bursary experience has given me a great leg up in
terms of academics; not only has it helped me enormously with 
the way I conduct myself in a lab but it has also helped in many
other sciences that I have taken, and has instilled a positive 
work ethic in me.”

~ Hannah Aikman 2011 Award Recipient



“Having the background experience provided through the Bursary 
Program, I returned to my mentor’s lab taking on a much more 
independent and focused project.  It is a rare and fortunate 
opportunity for a freshman to go into a lab setting.”

~ Dylan DeMarco, 2010 Award Recipient

“Through my Bursary Award experience, my mentor introduced me to the field 
of psychology and because of her influence I took two introductory psychology
courses in my first year. Without her influence, I would have never learned 
how much I love psychology and probably wouldn't have chosen psychology 
as my minor.”  

~ Mila Mirceta, 2009 Award Recipient



“I had an amazing time and the experience opened me up to a career
that I would not have considered otherwise. I was also able to sit in
during some of Dr. Steiner’s sessions. By the end of my summer with 
Dr. Steiner, I was sure that I wanted to go into neuropsychology!”

~ Christina Nowak, 2007 Award Recipient

“Having the opportunity to be one of the recipients of the Health 
Science Research Bursary Award two years ago, I have found that the 
opportunity has evolved into one of my most educational and rewarding
experiences.”

~ Michael Brown, 2006 Award Recipient
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Sophie Krokhine
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Natalie Kwong

Andy Liu

Meira Morphet



Our 2019 Bursary Recipients

Luca Ramelli

Anika Shenoy

Ana Spasojevic



Our 2019 Bursary Recipients

Barry Xu

Margaret Yang

Yiming Zhang
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